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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Catharina macKinnon, feminist is new ICC-employee  -

28 november 2008

Catharina macKinnon,

mr Luis Moreno Ocampo from the Int.Criminal Court hired you for Gender-cases, aimed at 
Africa.   As if ICC is an African-court.... 
You are an USA-prof in Law,   a feminist speciallized in human rights & gender-cases.

Result: 
You will cause terrorism in Europe, cause war worldwide.
Terrorists hate feminists and human rights activists. 

I want you to resign from you position immidiately,    unless you want to be known as 
'a feminists who assisted ICC-employees in the torture & killing of a Dutch woman who 
started a lawcase against the NL-parliament & others, on 1 may 2007.
A lawcase hidden from the world by ICC-employees, who want to be partial to NL, EU, VN & 
NATO. 
A lawcase which is appreaciated by Moslim-men & - women around the world, because it has 
to bring a legal frame to lawless people, who now have to use terrorism to get their message 
crossed.'  

ICC is more dangerous than a Hitler-court ever was.     Why?
Hitler informed the world about his hatred  in the newspapers, on the radio and with flyers.
He was even on the highest political-agenda available, worldwide. 
People knew what kind of monster he was... and gave him freedom to grow as dictator.

ICC pretends to be the highest Int. Court of law, against dictatorships.... while in fact the 
employees behave like war-lords themselves. They lie to the world about their cases & 
activities. The regular media ignores evidence of war-victums that proves this, what causes  
terrorism & war.  No matter what I write & prove  on my websites, ICC doesn't  care for the 
consequences of their policies. They are only focussed on African-dictators and all others walk 
free... Or will be brought to trail when ICC-employees are finished with Africa? When? 
ICC wants to be a participant in Etnic Cleansings on other continents. 

When you Google AIVD - our NL-Intelligence Service,  which is supposed to close NL for terrorism - 
you find my websites with my lawcase against parliament Balkenende & Co.
All terrorists have read my sites, before  they announce an attack in Europe.
Recently,  we have had a video-warning from a Belgium-group = they want to attack Belgium.

Their message was written in fluent Dutch; not Rotterdam- or Maastricht-Dutch... 
NO, fluent civilized Dutch.  They understand whats going on in Europe.
When they don't get fairness, they place bombs.  Why?
They are most likely lawless people  or  people being mentally tortured too long... and get only attention 
for their problems by placing bombs. 
I think that their message is meant  'to test the national security of EU-countries'.  
To test a stupid USA-feminist,  as you are....

Whats a feminist & human right-activits?
A feminist is usually a female low-intelligent political actor - corrupt to politicians - causing hatred 
between men & women.  Creating gaps between the rich & poor, the educated & non-educated.  Why? 
A feminist never wants politicians to be brought to court for misconduct or violation of human rights = 
only talks must bring a solution to gender-matters. Otherwise, the feminist will lose her powerful 
position.      Result:  a feminist makes men & women lawless. 
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This is when she becomes a Human Right-activits.
In China called:'VITs' = Very Important Troublemakers.   I Love this title!

A feminist-VIT makes sure 'that the media ignores important Legal frames already available in our 
lawbooks, so people will stay lawless under the power of politicians'. Turns people into stupids who are 
not educated on the implementation of lawbooks    for their solid future    in a State of law. 
A feminist doesn't want the country she lives in,    to be a State of law for ALL of Us. 
She needs this for her career as a feminist-VIT-solutioner... 

Catharina macKinnon, you are a USA-feminist-VIT.
Terrorists hate Americans! 
And you make sure that 'dictator-politicians are never brought to court for violation of human rights, 
related to gender-cases'. When they are brought to court its always in a simple case, a quicky. 
Never the difficult tasks -  as I have to do in NL...when I want to stay alive in this fast growing 
dictatorship NL -.

I want you to pack your suitecase and leave NL!  

You have not the right to cause terrorism & war in Europe, simple because ICC-employees 
manipulate you into this position.
 
I can't be reproachful to you when mr Luis Moreno Ocampo didn't inform you about my ICC-
case against NL.  But you are informed now. 
Yesterday I did send you another letter by mail, but I don't know if it will actually be on your 
desk... Ór if you will be intelligent enough to proceed on it. 
 
Besides, I have to protect myself against people 'with a bad image', when I want Islamic-
people to trust me to finish my ICC-case against EU-dictators, so they will get human rights 
too.  You USA-knowledge complicates ICC-lawcases. 

Even when you decide 'to clean up ICC to help me    to get my fundamental human rights back  as an 
European-woman, your nationality is against you'.

Take your suitecase and leave, you are too stupid for your job....in EU... 

Good luck,
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